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Governor Andrew M. Cuomo
New York State Executive Chamber
State Capitol, Albany, NY 12224
Article 5 – Leadership Transition and Earth Transition

Greetings to you Governor Cuomo,
I AM Paulett Angella Hemmings EARTH, CHREATOR of this EARTH and the only CHREATOR over
all CHREATIONS. I AM THE CHREATOR OF LIFE and OVER ALL LIFE, DEATH, AND
ANYTHING INBETWEEN. No person or thing is higher than I AM.
Governor Susan Martinez, of New Mexico and Muriel Bowser of District of Columbia, I am giving you
authority to work on the Transitions in the Natural Earth as well. You are to work with others to get the
job done and completing the changes, so they are useful and beneficial to all the Natural Earth peoples. I
am giving you a job to do and that is to be done with the highest amount of etiquette, efficiency and
effectiveness. I have been working with Governor Cuomo of New York with the transition and for him to
give each state the Articles and to work with them in selecting the committees and the transition teams.
Connect with Governor Cuomo to see where he is on the selection of the teams, distributing the Articles,
and find out if he needs additional information or help in getting the work completed.
The new leaders for all positions should not drink any potion, take any special eye drops from anyone, or
use any special medication to gain power beyond their natural normal or for them to see beyond their
natural normal sight. Governor Cuomo, if you are real, natural, flesh and blood person from this natural
Earth, you are to serve as the Administerate over this transition for two years. Your Governor salary
cannot get any less after the two years. The Governor salary is higher than the Senate. The
Transition leader’s salaries are higher than the Senate but lower than the Governor.
Senators, Governors, Mayors, Municipal Leaders
Our Senators, Governors, Mayors, leaders, worker are to be from this natural, real, flesh Earth with a
lifespan of 120 years in all countries, states, provinces. None of them can be plastics, rubber, fiber, metal,
wire, electronic, mechanics, electromagnetics, and any other form of deception of people or one. All
plastics, rubber, fiber, metal, wire, electronic, mechanics, electromagnetics, and any other form of
deception of people or one are completely Fired immediately including the president and all past
presidents and government leaders in all the EARTHS. Fired in EARTH terms mean they no longer have
a job and they are burned out by my essence oils and my finishing fires. All these fired leaders are to be
replaced immediately. Therefore, a selection team should be working to select the appropriate leaders.
Governor Susan Martinez, of New Mexico and Muriel Bowser of District of Columbia is to set up a
selection team for each state. The team will select Senators, Governors, Mayors, and Municipal leaders.
Government and governors are not the right word to be used, however, I will not change the name as yet.
A state selection team comprising a mixture of flesh and blood women and men from this Natural Earth.
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There will be four women and two men. 1 Native American Indian woman, 1 Black woman, 1 Philippino
woman, 1 Caucasian woman, Oriental Man, and 1 Black Man. This team will need four people to do
interviewing at each setting. They will need to do the following:
1. Identify each state that has plastic, rubber, metal/ fiber, or other materials and effigies/statue form
as a leader. No paraplegic leader of any type in this Earth or in any chreation. Identify if the
leader is duplicated in other States.
2. No Senator, governor, Mayer, Municipal, or Elected official should have more than one Job at a
time. I have noticed that some governors are also Senators and Mayors simultaneously. I have
noticed that some leaders can be a governor doing the same job in three different states. These
transitions are to fix these problems.
3. Senators are Senders. They are sent to do a number of jobs to maintain the environment. Senators
serves for a total of 6 years without repeat. For this new transition, each senator will serve 4 years.
4. You may need to select assistants to help you with these interview selections. Some States
have a higher population, have many municipal leaderships, are far from your home locations, and
will need assistants. All your assistants should look like your make up in ethnicity and naturality
from this Earth.
5. Select training and development institutions or companies that have business communication,
business etiquette, corporate social responsibilities, diversity and culture, media relations training
available. Training can be two to three full days or spread out within the first three months of new
position.
6. Contact government agencies and farms to set up training and build-up for basic social security
knowledge, basic welfare knowledge, basic building construction knowledge, field trips to citrus,
crops (potatoes, yellow yams, fruit, rice, flowers), fish, cattle farms in the US and in the Central
and South Americas.
7. All new leaders should travel by coach class on airplanes no American or United Airlines
transportations. Identify what should be improved as a regular passenger. Take safe public
transportation like trains, subways, buses, as best during training, so you can know the public
problems and what should be improved.
8. Internal training and development for all of these new positions within their State. They are to get
an organization chart of all divisions, units, and each employee job slot. Prepare responsible
employees to explain by use of PowerPoint presentation the jobs of their divisions/units and the
importance of each of them. For places like a farm, PowerPoint presentation may not be possible
so verbal and or written information can be provided. There should be goals for each division and
unit identified. They should identify the time line to complete each goal and the steps to take to
complete each goal. They should identify what goals are completed, in process, or to be
completed. They should identify all management controls to ensure that etiquettes are working.
Identify control of mismanagement, waste, abuse of employees. They should identify what
complaints and concerns of the public they receive and see if the complaints and concerns are
tracked and the problems fixed. What problems they have in the organizations, the firm, or the
business, operation to run smoothly and the employee work life/happiness.
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9. The transition team (including interviewers) is to get training and build-up in the areas of business
communication, business etiquette, corporate social responsibilities, diversity and culture, media
relations training as best as possible based on the short time-frame to execute the selection
process.
Senators
There should be 6 State Senators and to be (always flesh and blood) women with no lower than a
Bachelor’s degree. Final selection of Senators by May 19, 2017. These new State Senators are to get the
training & building-up for senators and their job responsibilities and put to work beginning June 1, 2017.
Interviewing Process
The supervisor of election should have a database with demographics that can be easily use to market to
the communities the job opening for the senators and the governors. They should send out posters with
the job requirements for the Senators, Governors, Mayors, Municipal leaders and market to the local
communities. They should be told to mail their resumes to the State office or provide a specific address
they should use. If using the election demographic information is not possible, then use demographics
from research firms and mail out the job posting. When the applicants respond, review and select those to
be interviewed. Two interview is necessary before the final selection.
Contact the various Senates, Governors, Mayors, Municipals and gather information about the nature of
these positions. Gather information on the day to day activities, gather information about the state, local
community leaders, demographics, commerce, the needs of the communities and the state. Also, gather
information on the needs of the residents, businesses. Find out what planning method they use to identify
the needs of the communities and to fix the problems. What is the timeline to get projects like roads
improvement, bridge and tunnel improvement, housing and building development? How do they identify
the right building codes to use for residential and commercial? How often do they visit crop farms,
clothing factories, food factories, vehicle factories, etc. to see their operation, and to ensure that workers
are being treated right and the quality is the best produced? The information you gather can help you to
construct questions for the interviewing panel to use for the applicants. All applicants are to get the same
questions. The information you gather from your research should be documented and can be used to give
each final selectee to use in their new knowledge development and knowledge management of the areas
of their responsibilities.
Both Governor and Senators should have degree in Public relations, Business, Social work, Leadership,
Public Administration, Teaching, Communication, Education, Human Resource, Management, Chemist,
& Physics.
All the new leaders are to be women of mixed cultures. The EARTHS is a woman Chreation and woman
leadership. When the Earth is led by women, the environment is whole and will thrive. For each State the
Senator should be six (6) women:
1 Native (Aborigine) American Indian woman, 2 Black women, 1 Philippino woman, 1 Caucasian
woman, 1 Oriental woman.
Governors
There should be 4 State Governors and to be (always flesh and blood) women with no lower than a
Master’s degree. Final selection of Governors by June 16, 2017. These new State Governors are to get the
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training & build-up for governors and their job responsibilities then put to work beginning July 1, 2017.
The State governors serve a total of 8 years and only once without repeat. For this transition, each
governor serve a total of 5 years.

Each State Governor should be four (4) Women for N, S, E, W.
1 Native (Aborigine) American Indian woman, 1 Black woman, 1 Caucasian woman, 1 Oriental woman.
Mayor & Municipal Leaders
The next selection will be the Mayor leadership and then Municipal/County leadership. They both should
have a Master’s degree. The Mayor leadership deadline is September 23, 2017, with a start date of
October 2, 2017. The Municipal county deadline is for October, 21, 2017, with a start date of October 30,
2017. The Mayor and Municipal county leadership is two women each. 1 Black woman and 1 Native
(Aborigine) American Indian woman for North and south regions. The Mayors and county leaders should
each have an assistant leader. Mayor and County leaders serve a total of five years. The Mayor and
Municipal county leader should not change leadership in the same year. For this new selection, the Mayor
will serve four years and the Municipal county leader will serve three years.
All newly appointed leaders are to get training and build-up in: business communication, business
etiquette, corporate social responsibilities, diversity and culture, media relations, basic social security
knowledge, basic welfare knowledge, basic building construction knowledge, field trips to citrus, crops
(potatoes, yellow yams, fruit, rice, flowers), fish, cattle farms in the US and in the Central and South
Americas. A trip to Hispaniola/Haiti is a must. Look at their roads and their home construction materials.
Original Chreators
Black women are the original Chreators of everything and still is so. Milky white women are not to create
and they cannot create. They use the Black women species and learned how to blow breath in them. The
white women learn how to regenerate the species so they can replicate them and to have the right specie
to make the insects. Insects were used to till the ground/soil before a Chreation begin. They are not used
anymore to do this. All insects you see today are from the Milky white development. In these Earths,
there are no milky white peoples. Milky White peoples were all killed a long time ago. They learned how
to regenerate themselves and how to recreate themselves and are around today as the wickedness creators.
The women in these Earths are all Chreators of one form or the others. Black women Chreate the life of
all peoples, all animals, and everything in the Chreations. Pale skin Black women can Chreate people
lives and animals with some limitations. Dark skin Oriental and dark skin Indian can Chreate people life
and animals with limitations. The Chreation process in these Earths includes the life of the peoples who
are called Caicobans and who are Angies and Bans (not woman or man). The women who are not
Chreators of people’s lives and animals are Chreators of the ground, air, water, wind, moon, stars,
zodiacs, elements, plants, trees, shrubs, thickets, etc. that have life. All Caucasians are not white. They
are the pale pink peoples, the pale pink and cream, pink and black, pink and brown, pink and green, pink
and purple, pink and red skin peoples.
Christmas
I Paulett Angella Hemmings AM The Christmas. The one who must come or return. After these Earths
were stolen for a long time, and I was killed, the Earths were found. They were opened and many
problems discovered, as the devels got in many of the earths and combined man with woman and they put
man head on woman bodies and woman head on man bodies. They put insect and animals heads on my
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children’s bodies and even trees they put in us and on our faces and heads. I have other versions of me in
the Earths with different and similar names and many were killed by the devels. After the Earths opened I
came in the Earth and restructured it, and cleaned the Earths Up. I lived here and I went back and forth to
other chreations I have been working on, and I couldn’t leave them to esist on their own. At some point,
while traveling back and forth the devels planned my death and killed me. I am to return to the Earths. I
did return to the Earths. I was born in the right home, with the right parents, in the right place, right date
of December 25. After I was three years old, I was killed by the devels. Many times after, I AM to be
born and was killed by the devels. My birth date is a fixed for December, I am to be born at a specific
date, and they prevented my birth. My birth date had to be changed, my parents changed, the place
changed, and many changes for my birth to happen. My life has been rough as that is how it came to be.
Maybe it was the safest route in order for me to be here today. I AM THE CHRISTMAS, AND I AM
HERE. Christmas is celebrated with a month long of festivity, merriment, and celebration. The evergreen
tree with many colorful lights are my Christmas symbols. It is the festival of colorful lights. Colorful
ribbons and the eschange of gifts is also a symbol. Everyone should be able to afford a gift, as no one
should have any want or need. In today’s, dried out environments, gifts are costly and at times not useful.
It is the thoughts that counts.
Christmas gift eschange areas to be set up starting 2017 in gift shops, department stores, and other retail
stores. A section for people to barter gifts of similar prices should also be included so there is flexibility
and ease in handling gift exchange, gift giving, and gift acceptance. A person can exchange a Christmas
gift up to 6 months after December 25.
I live in this Earth and have been working in many public and private places learning how my Earth is
being killed by the devels, learning how my earth is not being managed properly, how the devel use many
to kill my children, how the devels chop up the earth and deposit the earth in the oceans and seas, and
how my earth children live in hunger, famine, sicknesses, diseases, and so on.
The word “IT” is not for a thing. A thing is called them. It is Paulett A. Hemmings. IT is the highest
leadership authorities and some higher leadership authorities. You know the phrase “the IT factor”,
Where it’s at” I am IT! These are references used correctly in these Earths.
Leadership
In this Earth, there are several lines of leadership designed and planned and built in these Earths to
continue from generation to generations and only those ones to lead. There are many reasons for this and
this should not be changed by anyone outside of myself. Many of us experienced the devels before, and
many of you do not know how to protect yourselves against the devels, and that is one of the many
reasons why you were put in the Earths. I chreated original leaders to lead and they did not have any
experience with the devels before. All their generations are leaders and it is chreated in them to lead. The
devels cannot control them and cannot use them to do wickednesses. When my generations of leaders
present themselves in my Earths to the cities, states, and federal government, the governments refuse them
and say they are not the right one. All the leaders today who are real natural flesh and blood, the devels
can use them, as they have had experience with the devels before. The devels usually unravels them as
they have no authority to lead. I did not give them any authority to lead.
Rankings
A number of Top rankings in many countries/states are not under the leadership of the president or the
people’s leader, and that is how I created the Earths to operate. The Top Rankings have their own rules
and authority to live by. The Top Rankings are above the president levels. Many people have
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experiences with the devel when they were outside of these Earths, and so it is easy for the devel to
unwind them and turn them back to their original self and overpower them to do as the devel wants. The
peoples are not the leaders and are not to lead. The family line of me and other leaders I have designated,
are the only leaders in my Earths. The devel killed all my leaders and take the people and began to use
them as leaders so the devel can overpower them. The devel also likes to use pale skin people to lead as it
is easier for the devel to manipulate and control them than the Black leaders who are only the ones to
lead. The Black skin is protected and not easily penetrated by the devel. The devel use men as leaders
instead of women as devel can open the heads of the men easily and unwind them to how the devel want
them to respond and to work because they are not chreators. Women leaders are more difficult for the
devel to work with.
I have many different levels of Gargans leadership in all states/countries that are above the president’s
levels, and they have authority over the president and can depose/remove any president any time there is a
need. The Gargans and other ranks of them only acts in their titles when there is a need to do so. They
cannot be arrested, put in prison, or jails for any reason. Anyone who put any of the ranks of Gargans in
prison are to be arrested and put in prison themselves. They have a family line of Gargans and they are
both Angies and Bans (women and men). They have the skills necessary in them to do the work they are
born to do. The Gargans always make the best decision based on the time and the situations.
Women are the leaders in all chreations. Women (dill) are the chreators of people’s, animals, and bunts
life; not man. Bees and wasps are called bunts. Woman has dill or pussy not vagina. Insects have vagina.
Man, has cock, cocky, not penis. Insects have penis. Animals have vegan (W) and penile (M). A woman
does not need a man’s sperm to have children in this Earth or any place. All women are born with
children inside of them. This knowledge is used by a selected few, as the leaders hide all my information
for the public and only use it to benefit them. Some of these plastic leaders have real natural women to be
their wives. The real woman then has to use some of my methods to have a child or children, so the
woman gets to be a mother while the devel plastic man sucks out that child and puts himself in the child.
The devel plastic husband removes the child inner self and keeps it in him to support himself, and then the
couple shows off to the world that they are the proud parents of a child or children, when the plastic or
rubber man sperm did not take part in the creation of the child.
Some man does not want to be a man, so they join the batty man band wagon and now wearing a frock.
They said they want to be a woman Chreator, to represent the batty man band. The Chreator has a pussy
so they want to be a woman. They prefer a batty man jaw instead of a woman’s pussy lips, and that was
not how they were designed to live. Some man did not join batty man band wagon willingly, they were
injected and stimulated by the pussy batty man devels who go around and steal all the men, so the woman
will not have her play mate to stimulate her and her mind. The man cannot do the job he likes to do, and
has desires to do, because the pussy batty man steals his plan and his future too. The federal government
is a gang bang dungeon cult of pussy batty man in all respect. If you remember the three kings of the
British Era, they are the same ones connected to the federal cult.
All Earths and these Earths have, Ranks not royalty. They are many different ranks in all countries and
states/provinces. I am the only person who can assign a rank in my chreations from now on. There is a
different natural process and the British and Federal have removed that process, so no one knows who
they are in many of these Earths. Everyone in this Earth has a rank. The president of the US (this is the
easiest identification for me to use now) is a low-ranking person compared to many higher ranks in every
respect. The Russian leader has a higher rank over the US president if the Earth is stolen, if states are
stolen, my properties are stolen, and the Earth is not running in the right manner.
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Some of the Ranks in these Earths are:
Far I – highest- Paulett Angella Hemmings
Rahsta – 2nd highest – Paulett Angella Hemmings
They are a number of Rah and Rahsta in this rank as well
Jah – 3rd highest – Paulett Angella Hemmings
They are a number of other Jahs in this rank as well
………………………………………………………
Other High Ranking levels
………………………………………………………
Upper Highest Ranking
Highest Ranking
Upper Higher Ranking
Higher Ranking
Upper High Ranking
Gargan Ranking
High Ranking
Other Rankings
Mary McBack Chreation Ranking
Gargantinaum Ranking
Other Rankings
Segunda Chreations Ranking
Gargentelium Ranking
Other Rankings
Gargantenias Ranking
People Leader (Today called US President)
Other Rankings
Gargenteneamous Ranking
Other Rankings
Gargentemeamenous Ranking
Many Other Rakings
US President
The US President has no ranking, as there is no President in any of my Earths or any Chreation. The US
President is also illegal in all Earths and all Chreations. Devels are illegals, and all US Presidents are
Devels. The vice Presidents are often devels themselves and are exposed to the devel environments. The
Speakers are often devels as well. Many of them are Plastic, rubber, metal and fiber devels. Some of
them are pin-up devels. The Pin-Ups are paper man or woman that you pin on a wall. Some of them are
electromagnetic devels. These electromagnetic devels wear rubber skin that looks real skin, but in their
head, they have a computer chip. In their stomach or belly they have a bigger computer chip. They have
feet like a rubberplastic with many wires in them. They use many replicas and many impersonators to
represent them at meetings, and events. The TV camera operators can capture them before an event and
cut and paste the parts together to make it looks like a real live debate or a real dinner engagement. The
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news reporters, photographers, newspapers, and radio stations know that they are not real, as they have to
record their events, attend meetings, and many official events to fool you that they are real.
No President, Senator, Governor, Mayor, or any elected officials to be leaders of any sorts in any of the
Perspectile, Parletas, Parsemonous, Perguntile, Supernatural, Flesh, Real, Living, and all other Earths
elevations and levels neither while they are alive or after they are dead from this Earth, or any other Earth.
No royalty, King, Queen, Jack in any of my Earths or Chreations whether alive or after death. Shame and
disgrace on all United States of America Presidents. Shame and disgrace on all United States of America
Presidents. Shame and disgrace on all United States of America Presidents. Shame and disgrace on all
United States of America Presidents.
Microsoft
All people software’s, netwares, networking, and others are immediately cut off from Microsoft or
microsoftware. They do not work in the same building or in the same location. People software has
higher rights over Microsoftware and has power and authority over Microsoftware. The word Microsoft
tells that it goes micro, and it can attach itself to many soft wares, soft particles, and soft tissues like the
brain, enzymes, molecules, cells, skin, and bone marrow. They can also have many ways to put cancer in
our body.
Today, 2/24/17, while I was typing in an internet address, a Microsoft person was in my home illegally
obstructing my work. He put a virus on my computer and it came from in the air and it is a hanging virus
that drop in my office and got on my computer. My computer began to speak informing me that I have a
Trojan virus on my computer, and I am to call 888-725-2836. This is a new computer about 2 month’s
old with all the virus protection possible as I know that the devels are around me and destroying my
computers. While I was typing in the address the devels kept pushing my fingers of the keyboard and
pushing my hand away. The devel in my home was one of the Microsoft Sylvan Siver man that goes in
many places, and is not visible to your eyes and they do harm to your body and kill and destroy. There
are many variations of these Sylvan silver man. There is the Silvan man that a person can get inside like
an effigy and moves about and uses that person’s strength and uses additional power to destroy and kill.
There is the electronic Silvan man that uses computer electronics and other power. There is the electro
mechanical one, and there is the drone one as well. I have experienced many of these Sylvan men in my
home trying to kill me and showing me that they have power and strength.
Today, 2/24/17, I felt something nibbling on my breast. When I checked it, it was Microsoft Silvan silver
man biting my breast. Sometimes he is right in front of me in the natural, and I cannot see him standing
or reducing himself and on my breast biting me with his teeth and his strength. Much later when I wanted
do some work on my computer, Microsoft puts a software virus on my computer, I had to call Dell to
repair my computer and I lost about three to four hours of time. This is one of the ways that Microsoft
attacks businesses, schools, and people’s personal computers, causing us hardships, stress, expense,
anxiety, and loss of time. I also saw a Microsoft person with a large gas tank for his body hovering over
my home. Someone hit it with a sharp object and it exploded.
Also, today 2/24/17 and many times before, Microsoft puts word in my mouth. I am thinking one thing,
and my speech says something totally different. For you, when your say things inappropriately or have a
slip of the tongue, it is them in your mouth and body doing this to you, and you do not know. Microsoft,
with the federal in them, often hovers over your head, and in your body, and around you, and you cannot
see them. They have many access in your mouth, and they know your soft tissues and how they work.
They put their words in your mouth, remove words from your mouth, put their thinking in your thinking,
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when you open your mouth. When you speak, they remove your words, and they put their words in you.
You will hear words from your speech that you did not think to speak, but they bridge the words in to
your mouth without you knowing. If you had the inter connection web site, you can look at yourself in
the past, and see when Microsoft, federal, or others bridge your speech and how it is work. You can also
see how they attacked me on January 1, 2017 sometime between 2:00 PM to 3:00 PM and beyond, and
see how they did this to me. They also work with the federal government as the federal is their boss. The
President leads the federal agencies, so you know how it is done.
Last year, 2016, while I was in my bathroom, showering myself, the Sylvan Jesus grinder man came in
my bathroom and cut through my bathroom glass door. Then the Silvan silver man came inside the bath
stall and used a soldering hot iron and burned me on my back in the natural several places, and I am
keeping the marks to remind me of what they did to me. When I got out of the bathroom and while
putting on lotion on my body, I saw the burn and the skin peeling off. I was shocked as they were real
marks on my body and I began to check myself in the mirror and I couldn’t understand how I could have
gotten burnt on several spots on my body not in the same place. I even got one on my bottom. Even
while I am typing this reporting, Microsoft came into my office and was right over my head putting up
many sorcery items and attachments on the ceiling fan above my head, trying to harm me, as they do not
want me to publish this information. I have written to Microsoft twice since this year. I have command
them to stop, and they have continued.
Microsoft also has many giganamous and mega, mega, extra, extra, humamgamenguous vectors that
opens up many Chreations, Earths, you my children, and when they want to open me up to take from my
body as well. When your body is open or any place is open, they can remove many parts of you from
inside you. They tie up your intestines so your body do not get the food nutrients it should get. They cut
off blood circulations from your arteries causing gangrene and other ailments and diseases, and many
other variations you may not imagine. Microsoft uses Oracle software and that is a devel O- software.
Microsoft stole my people software and amalgamate people software with Microsoftware.
I have asked federal, Microsoft, and others why they are doing these wicked things, and they told me that
it is for me to be afraid of them. At the time, I didn’t know what their statement meant, but as time goes
on, I learned what their statement meant. They do not want me to lead my Chreations, to transform the
natural, the real, the flesh, all the Earths and Chreations into what they should be. The last major time it
should have happened was the year 2000.
Only Earth women leaders to lead each Earth elevation. No man overweight in any job respect. There
should never be more men than women in all job areas. Microsoft and people soft have heavy weight
carrying too many pussy batty men. I order you Pussy batty men to get out of Microsoft. I know some
of the bad things that Microsoft and people soft men are doing, as I have experienced them. Microsoft is
doing a lot of illegal, insensitive, and wickednesses to our lives and killing many peoples for no reason
and they are controlled by the insect leaders. Microsoft and People Soft are now separated.
People soft has more authority than Microsoft and People soft and people software leads by my order.
Microsoft word is to become obsolete and WordPerfect to now be selling and the software to use. Excel
and the others are to be in use. Word Perfect is the people software that should be developed. I want
Microsoft to be obsolete from my EARTHS completely by January 2018. With immediate effect, both
Microsoft and People soft have only women leaders. The new women leaders should be natural real flesh
and blood Earth women. You are to hire the appropriate and qualified women leaders from within the
organization immediately.
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All people soft software and interconnection web sites to be put in all school and public libraries where
everyone can have access to use public information on the websites in all of my Earths.
Earths 2000 Transformation
The federal, other devels, many illegal plastic rubber peoples who are leading, and many from other
places put down many large planks made from heavy lead and plastics in the cut out, supernatural,
natural, and other elevations of life in my Earths to stop the transformation. The federal used many of my
children to help them in putting down these planks. The federal used sorcery and many power to
overpower their minds and created a mad rush as if something was happening urgently. My children are
overpowered by many devels who planned these raids and these deception in a manner to get them to
assist and for them to take blame for helping the federal. They did not know at the time that the federal
planned and carried out on many earth and many Chreations these same wickednesses for a long period of
time. The federal know what they are doing and my children do not, as they do not have the experience
of devel wickednesses and devel plans. I visited Texas in 2016, and experienced the sight of some of these
things exploding in the street while I was there. The current government leaders want to continue to lead
as man in my Chreations, and man is never to lead the lives of anyone. The man are destroyers, and the
men are destroying life in my Earths and Chreations. I did not Chreate man on this Earth. I Chreate Bans.
Bans are not to lead any life. Peoples, somebody, ones, Angies, Bans in my Earths are called life.
Police Officers
No Police officer works for the citizen, residents, or people. You should know that Police officers work
for the government, federal, state, locality to cover for the leaders. The Police harass, arrest, terrorize,
kill, tell lies, destroy my children. There is no police work to be done in my Chreations. There are only
the federal government, other governments and devels who are criminals. No drinking of any potion,
putting anything in the eye, of Senators or governors or mayors or any government leading positions to
gain power of anyone. If you go to a police station and make a complaint against a government leader,
they refuse to write a report, or make any notation that you had complained. You are left open for more
bullying and harassment by the leaders, workers. Why is there police officers in the Earth if they are not
to protect my children from the federal and bullies? There is no reason for them to be in the Earth.
The police officers/sheriffs are multiple lices and multiple liars. The word poly means multiples and lice
is an insect. The police officers and most workers do have these insects in their bodies controlling them.
If the police man is a plastic man it is much worse as there are many police plastic men working and
controlled by the federal. The police officers are also killers, as they kill my children innocently and they
terrorize my children for no reason because the federal and governments tell them to do so.
Federal Guzman Terrorists
All the terrors in my Earths are caused from the Mans. They are also called Celestials and other names.
They use sorceresses, that is a smaller version of themselves or a miniature version of another person to
influence them, instigate them, enforce them to do wickednesses. They command the sorceresses to do
the opposite of what they are to do. If someone says stop destroying this plant, the sorcereese will force
him to destroy it. If he is doing wickednesses and he is destroyed, the sorcereese resurrects him instantly
and sends him right back to the same spot he had just left from. The devel would do the same destruction
or more destructions and would not stop until he is burned out or someone passes by and realize he is
using a sorcereese and stops the sorcereese from controlling him. They also have buttons that they can
turn on inside places or on the streets, on light posts, or any type of post or building they can find to put
their button. They press the button, and it turns on and they begin to do destruction, terror, killings,
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torturing, raping, abducting, and all wickednesses you can or cannot imagine. Only when someone goes
and turn off the nob or turn off the button will they ever stop. When you hear all the fighting in the
Middle East, Africa, Europe, and many places ongoing without stopping, it is these same wicked federal
and republic God devels who are doing the wicked activities, not the people. They go inside the peoples,
and they wear the people like clothing. They put their fingers in my children’s heads, then jammed it in,
and knot their fingers in the head middle, then use the peoples like a piece of weapon, a tool, or piece of
garbage in their wars and battles against each other and against my children. They like when a person
resist them, as it inspires them to move faster, to use force and power against anyone who are not in their
way or doing any harm to others or to them. You can only understand how they do their wickednesses
when you see them in action, then your mouth would drop open and you will wet yourself. They really do
my children bad things that are unspeakable. If you are able to see any of my daily living, you will
experience the terror I endure daily from them. International news carry a live archive version of my daily
life.
Illegal Questions
No physicians, hospitals, police forms, schools, jobs, are to ask if any person drink alcohol, smoke
marijuana, use tobacco, or cigarette. These are all illegal questions. Alcohol, marijuana, ganja, cannabis,
tobacco are all to be used to drive out the insect devels, animals, species and insect leaders who destroy
all of us. All medical records that the president and department of health put to be stored electronically
are illegal. No one is to be forced to sign documents that they willingly give approval for electronic
medical records. The devels live in the clouds. They eat air pies. They like to be above the ground. They
use the cloud information and have access to your medical records electronically when they are stored in
the electronic files. The federal government and the president have easy access to your medical records
and they can manipulate the information and put wrong information in your records to say you have a
history of diseases or health situations when you do not. If you want something to be given to you
electronic you must request it and not a regular occurrence. Many doctors will support the federal stories,
as they are bullied by the federal and other governments requirements and regulations. All federal
regulations are illegal in my EARTHS.
Austronights/Austronauts
No austronights (not austronauts) is to go outside the earth from the top. If there is no entrance on the
correct side, then the space ship perishes. No austronights should enter or exit from the top of the earth or
to rip the side to get in. No more space travel from the date on this Article by any country or private
person unless I know why they are doing it, and I approve it. The austronights are to perform specific
jobs to check on many important things in my original plans. The federal and other leaders have them
killing my chreations in many different places, and they are going into the heavens and other places that
are illegal. They also do federal surveillance and open our bodies to the federal government illegally.
They also bring in many diseases and wicked devels that they cannot control or get rid of, and these
devels stay and take set in my earths and kill my children. The austronights are to travel by night not day.
The austronauts that are in this Earth are not useful anymore. They reap nothing/naut so they are called
autronauts. They are to report on how the people or lives in the space areas and the other earths are doing.
The austronauts do not do this. They tell lies they are going to the moon, Mars, etc. The austronauts do
not tell us that the space areas have people and that the planets as they are not called planets have people
living in them. All the earths chreations (planets) have people lives living in them, and the governments
are killing and doing many experiments on my children in the space areas illegally. The austronauts can
see the people living in these areas, as they are special eye glasses they wear to enable their sight. They
can see them but they cannot touch and feel them.
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Living Chreation/Long Life Chreation/Living Earth/Dead Living Chreation
There are a number of States that have Senators, Governors, business officials, government leaders who
are leaders from the Living Chreation/Long life Chreations, the dead living Chreations, and Living Earth.
They are not to be in this EARTH or other EARTHS. They are to be in their own Living Chreation that is
big and can expand to meet their sizes. There is a Chreator in the Living Chreation and the Living
Earth who will help you transition from these EARTHS to your own environment and no return to other
Earths or other Chreations. All scientists, De’Lawrence workers for the federal, state, local governments,
and all other workers in farms, commerce, doctors, attorneys, barristers, lawyers, judges, police, military
peoples, finance, manufacturing, and other areas of work from other environments outside of this earth,
are no longer in these Earths. They are all returned to their own creations, never to return to the Earths or
other places that is not their own.
If a person in this Earth is a paraplegic it must be certified paraplegic from an accident, birth effect, of a
flesh, natural, real person and they need some form of physical assistance to enable them to walk or move
around.
The federal government and the celestials have removed many species, animals, insects, and other lives
from their stable and fixed environments. These devels then put them in other areas they do not belong to
live so they are unstable and the federal governments and others can get to use outsiders in any ways they
can. I have noticed that many times the federal devels cut out many people’s inner selves and put plastic
inner selves in them instead. People is to put a small drop of blue powder in their drinks every now and
again to remove the plastic devels from their inner selves. They can also rub the blue on their skin and
hair as well. Use the blue powder sparingly in the washing and rinsing of your clothes. They are to drink
the rice water by washing the white rice as if it is dirty. Then pour off the first water and add holy water
or regular water to it then drink it often during the day, and say I recall my inner self. Sometimes, your
inner selves if separated for a while cannot live in you, so they too can drink the rice water and maintain
themselves. As the rice water protects your bodies whether in you or cut out.
The New Chreator in the Living Chreation/Earth, Long Life Chreation, who came in the Chreations close
to the year 2000 is to set up a transition process where all those working in this natural Earth and other
places the Federal Government and others removed them from that they can return to their own home
Chreation and live in a manner that is acceptable to me. The returnees are to be sent to schools/colleges
to develop themselves in skill that they like and that are of use to the communities and the lives of
everyone, people, ones, etc. in their Chreation, states, provinces, etc. They are to be allowed to work part
time while being trained or attending school. They could work 2 to 3 days per week part-time or full time
while going to school. They can work a few hours per day depending on their school schedule and the
school work. They are to return all they take from the Earths and other places to the proper authorities in
your Chreation and put in a safe and secure environment that no devel or others can remove. The items
are to be logged and documented and checked weekly to ensure that no one is removing any item from
where they are and not reducing the quality or quantity of any item.
The returnees are to be paid salary or for their work while in school and on training. They are to be given
a place to live. All education for every people, ones, etc., and their wholeness/physical maintenance is
free without charge, and students/peoples are given allowances while in school. All peoples, ones, ranks,
someones, etc., can choose no more than 5 different skills areas they like. The five-different training and
building-up is not to be done all at once. They are to be spread out over their life span, so they have new
interest and they are not fatigued by doing the same thing all the time. They may not know what area to
choose, and it is important for them to get job training in their interest areas, so they know if they like or
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not like an area/skill before they make a lasting choice. If a person is working on a regular job and do not
like it, they can change immediately after they know, and they can change anytime up to 6 months. A
person can be promoted higher or trained on a new skill they know they like 6 months after they have
fully completed one full-time job.
All peoples, ones, someones in the Living Chreation/Earth and the Dead living Chreation are to be given
three allowances per month or weekly if they choose that process. If there is no process of leadership
where they can get three different checks like the commission, State, City, then there should be two large
checks instead. All banks/credit union/financial commerce are independent of the leadership. The banks
can also give the checks to each person if there is no leadership to provide the monies. Each leader
authority is to have their own frank or mint machines that prepares the checks for each person. If there is a
problem with preparing the checks and to find each person, then the leadership is to give each person their
own mint or frank machine to print the check per month or whenever they want. Printing ink colors, toner,
paper and frank and mint maintenance done by the state or city.
For now, there is a maximum of $40,000 in total allowances per month depending on rank in this Earth.
If you have a higher amount of money/currency that you use increase that amount 60%. What we have in
the natural Earth may be different than what you have in your Chreation. All peoples who were not
getting their allowances have retroactive or those allowances that were not given to them to be paid to
them. The cost/price/charges for food and all things are reduced 60%.
Many of the federal/Republics leaders and high authority leaders use the Sylvan silver man or woman to
do the stealing and killing. It is very easy for them to set up killing and mass murders and carry them out.
They cut the time between countries and places. They remove you without your knowledge. Those who
are from the living Chreations, etc., they also cut the time on the clock and the hours on the clock and
shorten our days to go back and forth from this earth to their Chreation. They destroy the air space and
the clouds. The Living Chreations and Living Earth are my children as well. The devels removed the
living Chreation from their stability and are using them, and they are trapped. Many of them are reduced
and looked like little midgets, as the federal use them to do experiments in our bodies and caused many
birth defects.
Many attorneys and judges are also actively working from these outside Earth places while representing
you electronically or virtually in legal cases. The dead living Chreation has ended, and the federal went
back and resurrected many from their ending and using them to work in this natural Earth. Many of the
peoples look like dogs, and larger animals. They have many, many bones in their bodies more than our
Earth animals. When their Chreations have ended, they are not in their Chreations anymore. They are
somewhere else in happiness and goodness. The devel pull them back and have them in this Earth
working like a machine, and they have no happiness or goodness in them or memory of what they are
missing in their normal lives outside the earths. They are also not of the same mind and thoughts of these
Earth peoples. Their ways, thinking, processes are different as all Chreations are not the same. Their
leadership and their rules are different as their environments are different. They are not to be used in
these Earths to work, as the peoples are not the same.
These Earths are Chreated differently with many different things than the Living Chreations/Earth have.
The federal devels use them so they can use their rules and thinking that is not like these Earths to make
decisions and to create conflict and disruption in these Earth people lives, as their ways are so different
from ours. Their lives are also not of any quality as they have to learn to move back and forth from place
to place, and the devels takes over their minds and use their minds even when they are away from their
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jobs. I know this of a fact, as I have worked for the federal, and at times they want me to take home
telephone and to do work from my home on weekends when I am supposed to be away from the job.
I have experienced my children from the living Chreation terrorizing me when I go to the pharmacy,
doctor office and even in my home. I also have several experiences with the sylvan man while I am
working in my home office and outside my home. About three weeks ago, I was working at my computer
and I remember to do something in my kitchen. I left my office and walk in my living room and just
before I entered my kitchen, I was removed and brought back up to my office and put down. Then when I
was back to myself, I was going to sit down and then the same activity came to my mind to do. Then I
remembered that I had walked to the kitchen area and never got in the kitchen. The federal devels and
others were in my living room digging a huge hole and digging tunnel in my home. When I came down, I
walked right in the area and thy used the incondesant covering and other things to remove me and to
return me to my office where I had left from.
Currencies
All currencies in my earths are now dollars in all countries, provinces, states, etc. The currencies are not
to have the faces or images of any person, buildings, or monuments on them. The currencies are not to
have any transparent/see through areas. No green, white, grey, brown, tan, cream, colors on the currency.
All states, countries, provinces are to have their own currencies with their own design that is standard so it
is easy to be used on the frank or mint machines for the peoples, ones, everyone’s. Every country can
choose either a red, purple, yellow grape vine design with bronze, red leaf, or orange leaf, Redish cerasee
vine with leaf, flowers, and fruit pod, redish saricperilla vine with flowers, Red clover leaf vine, yellow
choco/cayote leaf vine, red/burgundy water grass vine, redish gourd flowers vines with yellow flowers (no
gourd). The color of the leaf should not be green and the flowers should be of the protected colors. You
can also choose to have only the imprint of any vine flower or vine plant on the money. Protected colors
are: red, black, indigo blue, purple, burgundy, lavender, bright yellow, orange. Imprints use less color.
Bright fuchsia colors can be used on the money and the design. Do not use the unprotected colors.
The Top ranks are to have their own design of currencies they choose. There are no Queens/King ranks in
any Chreation. Every state, country, province have a different currency rate and that should be
maintained until I make changes. There is no Rank for a King, Queen, and the royal families, as they are
illegal in all Earths and all Chreations.
Wants & Needs
No person should have any hunger, thirst, want for clothing, homes, shelter or anything in their lives.
Goodness, happiness, harmoniousness, and money must be overflowing and not in short supply. For now,
every person 18 years or older must have at least one home and a motor vehicle like a car given to them
freely by the state without cost/charge, that they choose and they like. The homes are to be new, they can
choose older homes if they want. For now, the life of each free vehicle/car should not go over 7 years.
The homes are to be made with the protections in them and I have identified some of the protections to be
included in home building in Articles 1, 2, and 4. Use all my articles to improve your Chreation as best as
possible.
Business Greeting
All Earth peoples are to rub the ganja, sensemelia, ucalyptus, and essence juice or oils in your hands and
also put in their hand lotions. This is important, as you will shake the hands of plastics, metal, rubber
peoples and these essences will affect some as their bodies will begin to shake or go into shivers. You
will know that they are not real peoples and you are in danger as they will suck you out, and you do not
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know they are taking from your bodies, as they have other parts of them working, harming, and killing
you that you cannot see. Hand shaking is better when greeting people you do not know, when greeting
leaders, business/commerce executives or workers.
Passport
All US passport is to be changed immediately with no cost to anyone starting January 1, 2017. The inside
pages are to be free of any monuments and art. Only blank pages or flower can be on the inside pages.
The new passport is to have a Burgundy color. The correct name of my states in these Earths are to be on
the passports. The correct name for my continents are to be on the maps and all passports beginning
January 1, 2017. For now, no charges for Passport processing to any resident in any part of my Earths.
Maps
All areas where there are missing countries/states must immediately be identified on all Atlas, maps,
records, etc. All records must say when the countries/starts/cities/towns were removed, killed, dies so
everyone knows their history and not be fooled anymore.
Birth Certificates
All Birth certificates are to have the correct Earth name printed on the top. All birth certificates are to
have the correct State/country printed on the top as well as the Earth name. No Coat of arm on any birth
certificate. Only use flowers.
Is the United States of America, America?
The name America is stolen name. America name is cursed because it is a stolen name. The name
America is a deceiving name. America name is not for the US peoples. They are not Americans. No
place in this Earth is the United States of America. No place today is America on any map. Shame and
disgrace to George Washington and the others who stole my properties. Shame and disgrace to all who
wrote the constitution/constipation. Shame and disgrace on all who killed my children, and stole and kill
my states, continents, peninsulas. Shame and disgrace on all who killed my children, and stole and kill my
states, continents, peninsulas. Shame and disgrace on all who killed my children, and stole and kill my
states, continents, peninsulas. Shame and disgrace on all who killed my children, and stole and kill my
states, continents, peninsulas.
Illegal Holidays
Christopher Columbus is a plastic rubber electronic/electromagnetic man. He is no founder or discoverer
of any part of these Earths or anywhere. No Columbus Day celebration by anyone in any place ever. No
president day celebration by anyone ever. All presidents are illegal in all my Earths. I damn and blast you
Christopher Columbus. I damn and blast you Christopher Columbus. I damn and blast you Christopher
Columbus. I damn and blast you Christopher Columbus.
No George Washington birthday ever. George Washington is a thief. No George Washington on any
currency ever. Shame and disgrace on you George Washington. Shame and disgrace on you George
Washington. Shame and disgrace on you George Washington. Shame and disgrace on you George
Washington. I cut and cross you. I damn and blast you.
Airlines
No airline fees or baggage fees anymore. All airlines: domestic, international, foreign, global or short
flights are to serve proper meals immediately at no extra charge. All airline’s are to be made new with
much spaces for flesh/big/fat peoples). Family and children areas must be put in the airplanes with sound
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proof, bigger isles so people and meal carts can use the isles at the same time. All airlines are to use the
ganja, cannabis, bitter susumba leaf oil, pine leaf oils and juices to clean and protect the airplanes inside
and outside in all areas. Also, use the other protection I stated in my other articles.
All airlines are to treat their customers with the utmost highest importance and highest integrity customer
service for all situations. Commercial airlines are to travel to all countries in this Earth in the natural
living, natural Perspectile, natural Parletas, natural normal inner self (cut out), and every place that has
been opened legally or illegally, as no one should be barred from travel and with the right transportation
to travel to where they want to go. All airline customer can make complaints to the state and get
reimbursement or monies for all or any airline issues that occur while traveling, any harm caused, or any
misbehavior while in discussion with the airlines, whatever applies to the situation.
Department of Homeland Security & TSA
The Transportation, Security Administration (TSA) and the Department of Homeland Services (DHS) are
illegal in these Earths and in all Chreations. They were here in the Earths before, caused massive harm
and deaths and they were told never to return. They came back since the federal government planned and
carried out the September 11, 2001 events that destroy my Earths, and killed my children. The federal
and others say it is my children who committed the crimes when it is the federal government who planned
and carried out the crimes so they can prevent me from operating in my earths in the right manner. The
federal destroyed and continued to destroy many countries looking for my valuables and things that I am
to use to do my work in my Earths. Shame and disgrace on you Department of Homeland Security and
TSA. Shame and disgrace on you Department of Homeland Security and TSA. Shame and disgrace on
you Department of Homeland Security and TSA. Shame and disgrace on you Department of Homeland
Security and TSA.
Home Owner’s Associations (HOA)
Home Owner’s Associations (HOA) are not federal government, not a government, or an authority. They
are also not law enforcements, military, or the police. They are a private entity organized and run for the
residents, and the resident’s needs must be met. If the HOA activities have any element of these
authorities, they are acting illegally. HOA’s are not to abuse the authority the residents give to them to
take care of their property, community maintenance and service needs. HOA can be charged if they
violate the rights of the residents. HOA is to put in speed bumps/ramps to slow motor-vehicle traffic so as
to improve traffic safety They are to use their mint machines to prepare checks for this expense.
Home Owner Associations is not to charge any fees higher than $25.00 per month for maintenance of
each resident property and the community with effect from January 1, in the year 2000. All residents are
to be reimbursed for fees higher than $25.00 per month. The HOA is to get the mint machine to process
checks for their business expenses. If residents do not get their reimbursement from their HOA, they are
to get it from the State.
Cooperative Housing
All cooperative housing developments are to reduce monthly maintenance fees sixty percent (60%) with
effect from January 1, in the year 2,000. The cooperatives are to get their own mint machine to process
checks for their business expenses. If residents do not get their reimbursement from the Cooperatives,
they are to get it from the State.
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News Media
The news reporters have many devices that identified the killers and they know that it is not my childrens.
The news medias are under the federal leadership to lie, to create intensity, and anxiety so that my
children do not live in happiness, but with wickedness in their presence every day. The news rarely tells
of good things they focus on lies, bad things to enforce wickednesses in the Earths and to carry out the
federal and celestial’s wickedness on my children and in my Chreations. The news medias have access to
broadcast activities in all my Earths so everyone know what is happening. Many times, and in recent
years and months in these earths, many countries, cities are washed away, destroyed, drowned, and many
abducted by the federals and other wicked and no one know of these occurrences, as the news do not carry
the reports, and you do not know that these places esist in this Earth. All newspapers, TV stations, radio
stations are mine. I have set-up many since the beginning of the Earths creations and since I have lived in
these Earths. The news reports destroy my children’s character, personality, and identity, as many leaders
and workers are plastics, federal representatives, and they work to please the federal.
The Department of Health
The Department of Health is illegal in this Earth and was in this before and never to return, and is
responsible for many illegal research and experiments on our bodies. This is documented for many
generations of the past and even currently that many people do not know of. You can find these
information, on the interconnection web site and many peoplesoft websites that you type the words in.
Always type the questions in or spell the questions out. Do not use the voice questions as you will get
devels in the answers and corrupt information. When you go to public libraries and ask for peoplesoft
access, you are asking as a public person gathering public information.
There is freedom in public information or freedom in gathering public information. Once you get the
access to get the use of the software on your own, you can type in the inter connection word. Once the
website is open, type the questions you want privately. You can also go to the District of Columbia and
ask for the freedom of information area and look for my articles for banking, allowances, state leadership,
city leadership, how to use marijuana to protect, how to make sensemelia cakes, angies (woman), bans
(man), and even about me. You can look to see what the sensemelia, ganja, marijuana, cannabis, horalia,
lead of life, etc. plants look like so you know how to recognize them. You are to be careful that you do
not get the modified articles from various presidents who have been using my name and signing for me
illegally and using many of your names illegally as well. Look at the signatures, look at the fonts or the
print face to see if it is the same through the document. Look to see if anything cut out or added. Get
older dates from before the earth open or up to about the 65 year or so after this earth open.
Royalty
Officially, the Queen of England. Queen Elizabeth II has officially retired from duties since November
11, 2016. I was even invited to the event, and you can get this information on the interconnection site.
There is no replacement. There is no British Royalty or any royalty in these EARTHS. There will never
be any royalty in these EARTHS or any Chreations. A Kingdum is a place. A Queendum is a place.
There is no Queen or King in any Chreation. It is a fake title made up by the British plastic devels. Most
of the Royals are plastics. All royalty (high and low ones) properties are mine in all my Earths. Many of
my Chrowns are in the British museums whether real or fake ones. Many are stolen and hidden by these
royalties and government leaders. Some of them even steal some of my earths and bury them under their
buildings way down below so you cannot see them. They are devels and so you do not know how they
operate and how an earth or many earths can be reduced and covered by the incondesant color or blanket
so no one can see them. The same whitish or glossy incondesant color is used in your presence and you
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cannot feel it or see that they are right in front of you biting your breast when you have cancers, sucking
on your breast, stinging your bodies, and having sex with your batty/bottom or your pussy when you are
asleep or even working or sitting in one place. The incondesant covering is also used when they are
killing others, murdering many, abducting the airplanes, abducting peoples, stealing cars, museum arts
and crafts and stealing things of value. You can see how they use the incondesant on me when I am
working at home in my office you can look today 3/18/17 at 1:40 PM to see what they do to my body to
know how they work on you.
Federal Abduction
The federal abducted me on January 1, to January 4, 2017. When I asked why they did what they did to
me, they told me that they did not want me to give approval for Trump to be the president. They wanted
Barak to give approval for Trump, so that Barak can have more control over Trump. In many Earths
levels, there are different rules when it comes to when the leadership is changed and there are time
deadline that they follow. January 5 is one, and they wanted for me not to be able to get this done by
January 5, so they abducted me from an airport, as I was traveling during the December month. The
federal control the airports and many ports so they have access and many workers, police set up, law
enforcement to do the wickednesses work. When the federal is working with several agencies on many
sting operations, they are really using snakes and other things to sting many of the workers and their jobs
are very arduous and with only wickedness intent. You can see some of these operations from January 1
to January 4 while they abducted me.
The Federal and Celestials stole my EARTHS. Many of the States are stolen and cut out of the Earth. All
of my properties have been stolen, defaced, my name removed and other man/woman name replace my
own. My banks are stolen, my schools are stolen, and my name removed from many corporations and
organizations I have placed them in. The celestials also call themselves Geneses, Concretal and many
other names. They are the original milky white wickednesses creators devels. They are not chreators but
they want to be chreators. Their last names are the man. They give their names like human to us in this
Earth and many other chreations, so no one knows that they are the devels as my children have their
names as well to create confusion and deception.
No federal government has any authority to lock down my banks, the news, radios stations, TV station for
any reason. All banks in these Earths are my banks, and all monies in these Earths are my monies. I
created the money, accounting, finance systems not federal or any person or thing in these Earths. I have
my own personal accounts in many organizations and in all banks and the federal or state cannot lock
down on my monies. They are using my money for their own personal use, and I cannot get my own
money to use? How is that so? Shame and disgrace to all bank leaders who are giving my money to the
federal, states, municipals, private people, republics, and the governments, and I cannot get my money to
use. Shame and disgrace on all Banks in my Earths. Shame and disgrace to Bank of America, Chase
bank, Discover bank, Citi bank, Wells Fargo Bank, Dell financial, Microsoft financial, BMW financial,
Mercedes Benz financials, US Bank, Royal Bank, American Express, Synchrony bank, and all the other
banks I have contacted. Shame and disgrace on all Banks in my Earths. Shame and disgrace on all Banks
in my Earths. Shame and disgrace on all Banks in my Earths. Shame and disgrace on all Banks in my
Earths.
All corporations, commerce, and all small and large organizations are to have their own frank or mint
machines for their own expenses. No corporation or commerce or entity or person is to go bankrupt
because they cannot afford to pay for their own living. Bankruptcy for business or people is a federal
punishment, as they tighten up on the spending of all to cause hardships that is not allowed in my earths
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or any Chreations. There is no God for this EARTH or any of my Chreations. There is only a GOG.
Gold Over Goodness or Golden over Goodness among many other titles as my rule and leadership is not
limited.
I have contacted the Government Printing Office for them to send me my keys, information, and my frank
and mint machines, and they have not sent them to me as yet because of the federal control over my
organizations. Yet, the federal and printing office are using my monies to do their own affairs when this
money usage is illegal. I have not given anyone the permission to use my monies. There should not be a
government budget battle about money to spend. The government is just making hypes and excitement to
show that they have importance and have money problems so you give them more of the little you are
earning. Many leaders and organizations including the Trumps are spending my monies instead of
making monies to use. They are not to use my money. They are to make their own monies to use, as this
is allowed. The federal wants for money shortages, hunger, and homelessness and so they tighten on the
money to spend and prevents the making of money. Shame and disgrace to you Government printing
Office. Shame and disgrace to you Government printing Office. Shame and disgrace to you Government
printing Office. Shame and disgrace to you Government printing Office.
All Earth peoples who can make their own monies, make them and use them. It is not fraud or illegal to
make your own monies. Banks are to accept the monies made by the peoples, as I have given approval. I
have also told the States since January to give salary increase and other remedies, and they have not done
so as yet. States and Cities are to prepare to give out frank and mint machines to all Earths peoples as that
is my next stage in relieving the states from some of the financial payments to the peoples on a weekly or
monthly basis. The peoples and can make their own money from the machines the states will give to each
person to use. In January 2018, the mint and frank machine must be ready for the peoples to get on the
local levels and from their town centers and city centers.
One of Russia’s job is to spy and to make sure that the devels are not in the EARTHS. Russians are to
use many right ways to get rid of the devels from the Earths. The right ways to get rid of the devels are
not being used, as the federal/republics says the right things are the bad things, and the bad things are the
good things (deception). The federal turned most provinces, states, local leaders, and countries into plastic
leaders so that the feds can control the leaders. Russia and most countries are not living the way they
should because of the federal and the republics control over the leadership of the peoples.
Responsibilities
Russians and Cubans have a responsibility to take care of their peoples. When they have hardships, they
have had to use rations so everyone has a little, and that is bad. However, that is because of the federal
republic devels that are selfish, hard, cold, and wicked. No one should go hungry or have want or a need,
as the Earth is a hide-out place so we are to have everything in abundance so no one have any lack. All
our belongings were left back in the other chreations as we had to hide from the wicked devels as they
raged sorcery, wickednesses, raped, killed, murdered, sucked out, and tortured all of us. All our riches we
left behind, and no one is to live without having their own money to spend, to have the money to buy their
own things, and have richness.
The federal devels like to create wickednesses. They put lack, famine, diseases, and disaster on my
Earths. If there were overflow of money, then there will not be any hunger, robberies, stealing,
homelessness, less physical problems, etc. The federal will also have less power over the peoples and the
lives in the Earths. The federal killed me, my many leaders, the leaderships for the Earths. They remove
all the allowances. They put polices to kill my children and to protect the devels. They have law that are
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illegal and limits my children and give the federal access. They have courts and judges that judge my
children for things they did not do. Many of the older judges and higher judges know that it is the federal
who are the devels and killing my children in many ways.
Inner-Selves
When the police arrests and court prosecute my children, my children suffer, and they live in incarceration
for things they did not do. The devels remove all their inner selves and the government use the inner
selves in many of the presidents and the leaders whether the presidents or leaders know or not. The devels
also remove the inner selves from my children to do other types of wickdnesses in many elevations and
levels of my earths and other earths outside these earths. In this natural earth, our inner self is called
natural normal inner selves. It is the happy part and the part that tells us when it is time to rest and
stimulate our instinct on dangers, hunger, thirst, anxiety, memory, etc. When the devels cut out our inner
selves, we have no happiness, or joy and we are empty. We also loose our memory to the cut-out, and
this is a big loss. At times the devel will cut out our natural selves and split our natural self into many
splits with the vectors and other devices and that caused us to be very sick, frail, and get a cold easily.
Many government jobs and public places have machines that cut-out our inner selves as we walk through
lobbies and heavy traffic areas.
Miami International Airport Cut-out and Plastication
Last year 2016 in November, as I was traveling through Miami International airport, in an American
Airline terminal. While I was there speaking to the state of the Natural normal inner-self-cut-out
elevation, the State fell down in the airport from the roof and the TSA workers saw that she had metal in
her body. They commented on the metal in her body, and she said that she does not know how she came
to have metal in her body as she was normal and now she lives in a small area and she has to be happy
that she has a place to live as not many people have that. The TSA workers in the cut-out also realized
that something was happening and many other workers also had metal in their bodies as well. Then it
became like an epidemic as many plastic people, metal and rubber people revealed in the airport. I was
sitting at the gate area waiting for my American airlines connection and the situation became so bad that I
had to do something. I was able to clean out the entire airport and then while I was cleaning it came clear
what was the problem.
The federal government put in the Miami International airport the cutter and the grinder. They cut-out all
workers, passengers, families, visitors who come in the airport every time. They grind them out and then
put them in metal. There was also a large hospital in the American Airlines terminal that they put the
people cut-out into and they have doctors and workers who perform surgery to put your cut-out in the
metal, rubber, plastic, wires and a variety of different materials. There were also many plastic
electromagnetic peoples roving around in the airport with machines to cut out the peoples as well. I killed
all the plastic rubber peoples as they are easy for me to kill. The real natural peoples were restored, as the
plastic and rubber were removed from them. I then cleaned out all the earth all this earth all this world.
While I was cleaning out the plastics and rubbers etc., from the Earth, the devels bombed or dynamite the
hospital in the American airlines terminal, and we heard and saw it fell down in the ground. I said no, it
will not be pushed under the ground. It will stay up for all to see. I command the building to return, and
up to about January I saw that the cut-out hospital remains was still in the American airlines terminal.
While the plastic chaos was happening the federal devels in the airport, called many human spares who
came down from the skies and tore down the airport roof and came right inside the airport. I asked them
what they were doing there, they said they are there to replace those that were removed. They were many
plastic peoples from plastic creations and they knew how to get around. You can see the live events on
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the international news archive on your internet website. I didn’t know the impact of cleaning out the Earth
until after I got home, I heard that even in Russia and many countries they saw the rubber people
exploding and they didn’t know that so many rubber and plastic peoples were there environments.
The federal devels here in the US told me they want to use this Earth for plastic creations of peoples. I
have seen many plastic creations of peoples, and the devels use our inner selves and inner, inner selves to
give life in the plastic creations without anyone knowing they are cut-out. They are many rubber and
plastic leaders and workers here in the US. The rubber, mechanical peoples, and others types are taking
away the jobs from the real natural flesh peoples.
In the airport, they have our cut-out working and they have our cut-out in many different elevations doing
sometimes prostitute work, maid work, robberies, and other wickednesses to ruin our character,
personality, to cause us hardships, terror, hunger, and to live like the insect, animals, and species devels.
The devels say that they are like us and we are like them and so they make us live like them. They put
their names on us and call us man (human), Newman, Silverman, Wasserman, etc. They give us their
languages, Hebrew, Arabic and other languages in different Earths and different Chreations.
I do charge American Airlines and the federal government for crimes against my children and for
destroying my Earths. American Airlines is a stolen airline like the name America. American Airline has
helped the federal government on many wicked expeditions including drug smuggling for the devels to
use, and I have experience on this as well in November 2016, as I was traveling to my destinations on
American Airlines. American and United Airlines merged. The Pan American (Pan AM) airline crash in
Scotland in 1988 killed residents and many on the flight. American and United Airlines were in the
September 11, 2001 bombings with the federal devels, destroying my children, my earths, and my
properties.
Bagpipe Ark
An Ark is a bag pipe used in ceremonial occasions. Many Scottish use the ark/bagpipes. No man is to
wear a woman skirt kilt without wearing under clothing, as it gives access to the devel to get in your
cocky/penis and batty. The woman Scottish kilt fanny pack is not good enough to cover the penis. A
monarchy/manarchy is a devel man playing a bagpipe. Like Prince Charles wearing a Scottish woman kilt
skirt and pretending to be playing an ark/bag pipe.
There was no Noah and Ark in this Earth and no Earth was washed away from these flooding in the bible.
What I learned from that Chreator is that there was a flooding in one of the human spares inside of the
South Hemmings spare regions, as that Chreator did find the holy spirit doing prostitution at a high level
and many wickedness in a particular area of the elevation and the chreator washed away the entire
affected levels and the devel resurrected many. After that, the devels continued to do wickednesses in
these human spares.
English Language Changes
No Grammar, diction, pronunciation, and punctuation rules for writing with effect from January 1, 2017.
The sentences should be as clear as possible to understand with no importance to spelling rules. No
diction, pronunciation rules, as we are many different peoples with many different culturales, and our
accents and English language are not the same. For example, some culturales say a person has tall hair
and the hair grows from the head to the shoulders. A basketball player is a long man or woman, as the
person grows up, from bottom to top. This is the most accurate of all English in these Earths. Which and
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that are being used inaccurately for a number of years. There is no rule anymore for these as either one is
appropriate. The British English language is not for this Earth, it is illegal.
The American English language is a stolen language, and many parts of the language changed and is
being used inaccurately. It could be illegal. Many languages in these Earths have been changed and
caused many people brain to become blocked, and they could not read, or spell for a long time. The
devels removed their original languages and writing skills and forced new languages in their brain with
the intent to harm their brain and to stunt their brain. The Department of health is one of the main helpers
or orchestrators in these wicked acts on my children.
Many languages like Spanish, French, Latin, Portuguese, Swahili, Afrikaans, and more were changed
from their original to a backward coined or conjugated language with illogical adjectives and nouns. The
uses of the verbs and tenses are also inaccurate. There are many problems with these languages in
translating them as they were put together to cause confusion and for my children to lose connection and
communication with each other as it is today. I have travelled to many countries, and it is good for me to
have a translator as the sentence construction is illogical in many different languages.
Languages like Mandarin, is a devel language, as it is Man daring to change the Asian/Oriental language.
German is a devel language as it is germs man language. Many of the languages of my children have
different names than their original. All Earth peoples spoke about four different languages for each
state/country. English is number one throughout the Earths and Chreations. The Earth has spoken and
written English language that are different from each other. The Earths States/countries had spoken and
written languages for Spanish, French, Portuguese, Latin, etc. The other languages for States/countries
that the Earths commune is the Gyps, Gypsum, Gypsium, and Gypsie.
The Gyps is the language of the Highest or Top Rankings. I speak all of these spoken languages and
others. The written ones were removed from my Earths, and I never got the opportunity to learn them in
the natural Earth since my birth. Everyone who know how to speak Gyps, Gypsum, and Gypsie you
should begin to resurrect the languages and use them. Teach your children and family members so they
get the taste of using and understanding the languages. I have heard a reference in the US that the Gypsie
language is called pig language.
Language & Accents
The devel attach negative words to the good languages to prevent you from using them and to stop the
devel from burning up. Using the right earth languages burn up the devels, so the devels removed them
from our brain and schools and stop you from learning what is right. When the devel hear the right Earth
Languages being used, the devel said, “Your accent is so thick”, “you do not pronounce your words with
the right American accent or British accent”. They also turn up their lips and nose at the right accent and
pronunciation, as they do not want us to use it and to be ourselves. They do not want for us to accept
ourselves, or to know who we are. Everyone in my Earths is to speak English.
Everyone should choose which spoken and written English language they want to learn. Not British
English. Every State/Country to have free English language between one and a half hours to two hours
every Bensasday, until the peoples are fluent or as long as they want to learn it. The state or country
could also use the teachers to teach English language at other times during the week that they see fit, and
is workable for the teachers as well. The English Language training is a mandatory rule. However, people
can choose to attend if they want to or not. English language learning should use pictures, graphics,
translations, videos, dialogues, real conversations, group interactions, real simulation of short plays/acting
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with more than two actors. Give them small, easy home work to practice weekly. The mint machines for
each state and local governments are to be used in financing the learning. There are many countries in the
Western Americas as it is called, that currently speak the right English languages with the right accents.
The States/Provinces/ Municipals/Towns are to give transportation allowances for everyone who attend
the English language training, so they can get to and from the venue with no transportation problem. This
may require the use of taxis, cabs, private transportation, and personal car allowance. The English
language participants also get a meaningful allowance as an incentive to attend the trainings. The spoken
and written English language is to be blended with body languages/movements and hand gesticulation as
best as possible.
States, provinces, and countries can put together programs where the right English speakers can work in
their environments to teach the right English language, in the right and proper environments, with the
utmost safety, security, and protection. School setting is the best. However, hotel conference rooms,
corporations conference rooms, banks conference rooms, etc. can also be used. No government building
conference rooms usage. The teachers are to have a fixed time they are to teach. They are to be paid an
extra transition allowance, they are to be paid salary at rate that I will approve and an incentive allowance
for them to want to leave their home to travel to another place to teach. They are also to be paid housing
allowances and transportation allowances. They can use hotel suites, private homes, private apartments, or
private villas while providing the teaching service.
In the Parletas, Perspectile, Natural normal inner-self (cut out), other Earths elevations and levels, and in
my Chreations, the same build-up applies to the spoken and written English, as well as the spoken and
written Gyps, Gypsum, and the Gypsie Languages. Many do not know or remember to use the languages.
Devel Terror
Whenever I am preparing these reports the devels are always removing my protection and using many
sorcery, Microsoft and government vectors, to chop me up and to torture me, so I do not write and inform
you on who you are and who the leaders are. The devels told me that they do these wickedness’s to me so
that I do not arrange the information in an orderly manner. That it must be bitched up otherwise called
butchered or choppy, and not with quality. Sometimes it is extremely difficult to get the words and the
information clearly as they wipe away the information from my mind as I am writing them.
Home Revaluation
Every home value reduced sixty percent (60%) since January 1, year 2,000. Each State reimburses the
cost of the home that will be lost or were over the price or lost through selling the property in a bad real
estate time. Whatever the buyers and sellers says is the right way to calculate the reimbursement it is to be
done their way.
Donald Trump
Donald Trump, you are a visual epidemic. We are disgusted to see your pictures on our TV and internet,
every second and centi of the day. Get out of my Earths! You are damn blaggard and a damn fool. I
damn and blast you, and I cut and cross you. I damn and blast you, and I cut and cross you. I damn and
blast you, and I cut and cross you. I damn and blast you, and I cut and cross you. Get out right now!
Barak Obama
In About April, My Horizon/Verizon Communication was bought out by Frontier communications. In
December 2016 to January, 2017, My Bright House morning TV was bought out by Spectrum
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Communications. I asked who are the owners, and I was told that Barak Obama is the owner of Frontier
Communications. I asked who is the owner of Bright House TV, I was told it is Donald Trump. Frontier
is that Barak puts himself in front of me, and he is causing my children and I tears. You can get many
words out of Spectrum. Insect, speck, inspector, and trump. This is very interesting. My cell phone is
Verizon, and my internet connection, my home cable, and my fax and telephone is bright House TV and I
pay every month for them from own pocket just like any home resident. Someone had been intercepting
and using my ipad, and I made complaints about the problems with Verizon who is owned by Barak
Obama. In October, my computer, laptop, and my cell phone crashed on the very same day and never to
be used again. My printer crashed a month later and I had to buy a new printer as well. I had to purchase
a brand-new computer from Dell. I had to make sure I have a complete service plan to help me with the
communication problems that I have been experiencing. Before I installed my computer, the federal came
and gutted out my brand-new computer that I didn’t even open the box as yet. I called Dell and the came
and saw what happened, and I told them to replace the computer and it never happen. My new computer
is almost like the one that broke down in October as the keys are stuck and the words frozen and many
slow problem with a brand-new computer. My new printer has fax problems and I have called all the
technical for the telephone and the dell printer technicians and they have looked at it and fixed the
problem. Then every day the printer fax disconnects.
I contacted Dell computers several times, and they looked into the matter, and I wasted many hours and
still no good service. The Federal, Barak Obama, Donald Trump, Dell, Microsoft and many others are
destroying my children, my Earths, my Chreations, and me. Barak Obama, are you the owner Frontier
Communications which is my Horizon/Verizon communication? Donald Trump, are you the owner of
Spectrum Communications my Bright House morning TV? Where are both Barak and Trump getting
money to finance these expenses? Could it be from my own money they are using, and I cannot get it to
use? Are they also using my children’s trust funds and you all do not know that there are trust funds for
all my Earth children in all banks? Are the banks using my money and your money as well?
The other question is, are both Barak Obama and Donald Trump: Fred, the thief Jesus who is Barak and
Everald/Errol, God the father, who is Trump? Is Michelle Obama and others the Holy Spirit and the same
Governess man/government? If they are these things, that means that the Federal has left its position and
has become the President and first lady, and that cannot happen. This means they violate their own devel
laws. It also means they cannot return to the federal government, and they cannot remain as president or
past president. If this is so, shame and disgrace to you federal government. Shame and disgrace to you
federal government. Shame and disgrace to you federal government. Shame and disgrace to you federal
government.
I burn out all United States of America Presidents and families, past presidents and families, Governors,
Mayors, Municipal/county leaders, Doctors, Judges, News media, Barristers/Attorneys Executives of
Corporations, organizations, and all business/commerce for-profit or not-for-profit. I burn out all Royal
generations, royalties, monarchies, kings, Queens, devels, satans, D’mans, Guzmans, Susmans,
Baddamans and all the man generations. I burn out all Hospitals, schools, colleges, nursing homes,
medical field, churches, mosques, temples, synagogues, house of worship, federal governments, all state
governments, municipal governments and all governments, republics and all forms of governments in my
Earths.
I burn out all workers, police, sheriffs, law enforcement, military of all types, who are plastics, rubber,
metal, wire, combinations, electronics, mechanics, electromagnetics, tremoline, paper, card board, and all
other forms of camouflage person/people. I burn out all of you from my Earths, Chreations, and all
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Chreations. I burn you out of our enzymes, out of our molecules, thinking, brain, mind, memory, eyes,
lips teeth, throat, skin, back stomach, intestines, veins, kidneys, breasts, shoulder, feet, toes, hand middle,
foot bottom, hair, nose, ears, and our complete body. I burn you out of our states, towns, communities,
homes and all our belongings. I burn you out with the Ucalyptus oil, pear oil, rice oil, fig oil, otaetie
apple oil, rose apple oil, jackfruit skin oil, Myrtle flowers and leave oil, bougainvillea flowers and leaf
oil, prickly oil of Olay leaves, cherry leaves, ganja oil, Higuereta oil, synchronic oil, ray ban oil, poppy
oil, lemon oil, lemon grass oil, sulfer oil, and the vinegar oil, never to return to my Earths, my Chreations,
and all Chreations ever again. You are all completely finished.
Barak Obama, I burn you out of this Earth. I burn you out of this Earth. I burn you out of this Earth. I
burn you out of this Earth. Never to return to my Earths ever again. Never to return to my Chreations
ever again. Never to return to My Chreation or any place ever again. Never to return to any Chreation
ever again.
Michele Obama and family, I burn you out of this Earth. I burn you out of this Earth. I burn you out of
this Earth. I burn you out of this Earth. Never to return to my Earths ever again. Never to return to my
Chreations ever again. Never to return to My Chreations or any place ever again. Never to return to any
Chreation ever again.
Body Fat
Fat is good and your body has more protection. People who are bloated are caused by devels who inject
your brain and remove the taste of food from your mouth, so you have a desire for more food and you eat
yourselves away. They are a number of plants that you can use to help you to remove the bloatingness.
One is the soft leaf guinea hen weed and another is the soft leaf periwinkle. They have cushion in them so
your body never gets too thin and they remove the excess bloat the devel put on you. They can be used
daily as the guinea hen is a mint and the periwinkle can also be used in your eyes to prevent catarak and
for cleaning out your eyes from the devels. Cataraks are an attack on the eyes by the cat devels (catattack
is the right name). Blend the weeds with water and holy water if you can find it. Put it in your refrigerator
and drink many times per day especially after a meal. You can even put in the freezer so you have at times
when you are busy.
In the Flesh Earth today, I was told that the homes and buildings are big to fit the sizes of big, or fat
peoples. There are a few average size natural or real Earth peoples up there. I was told that the average
sized peoples look out of place there and is called the skinny ones as they do not have the big body. The
average sized natural or real person often times try to gain weight so they will fit in. The cars are bigger
than ours, their airplanes and buses and train are bigger as well. Everything is bigger. The federal
government, the department of health, and the department of homeland security and others are responsible
for experimenting on my children by removing women egg and sperm from men, from their bodies and
putting them in the generations on our Natural Earth elevation and at times put them in different families
that they are not connected to. That is the reason this natural earth has flesh peoples, real peoples and
natural peoples on this elevation.
With immediate effect, all buses, trains, vehicle, airplane makers are to make adjustments to
accommodate flesh/fat peoples. All mattress, furniture makers, home builders, are to make adjustment to
the sizes of the rooms and furnishings to accommodate flesh/fat/big peoples.
The word “poor” means more and it means riches. The word poverty means riches. The word expensive
mans lacking in quality. X is cut off something and the next word is spend. When cut-off spending
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means, there is lack. The word “crumbs” mean highest rankings. The right spelling word is Krum;
Krum, Krum; Krumungaroos; Krumangarunga, etc. It can also be spelt with a C like Crumb. The word
Saint or ST. is connected to the devel. Do not use the word Saint anymore if possible. The devels use the
Saint creation to create many devels.
The Hoodie Stampa Maay 2-24-17
Today, we learn that the Stampa Maay is a hoodie
He likes to use his hood in the batty
He also is the Robin Hood that
Steals your boys and puts under his hood
Just to give him power so that he could
Do the hood hood.
If you lost your son because he was wearing a hood,
It could be that he is under the Stampa Maay hood
He is the same Robin Hood who likes to roam in the wood
He is sly, he is wild, and he looks like a tough piece of wood.
Someone saw him and called him out, and he was a spectacle.
I saw him and we saw him today, doing the hood hood.
Then when we lost track of him, as we were talking about Microsoft
Stampa began to do the hood, hood in the public, and they featured him good
He looks like a human wood under a plastic person; yes, he could! Could!
Celebration Days.
Wine and Cheese festival is an event usually celebrated during the lengthen season from March through
April. The wine and cheese festival should be held no more than three times per year, as it is the festival
for the communion. Some churches have communion monthly. The communion was not meant for it to
be done so often. Communion is people meeting and greeting each other. When we commune, we
communicate, and we share with each other. You have bazaars with an array of fruits and vegetable to eat,
and wine, beer, rum, and other alcohol to drink. You can also have arts, crafts, books, music, etc. at the
bazaars. You could also have funny communication methods as well, to create good laughter.
Ucalyptus and sensemelia juice are to be added to the alcoholic and other beverages as well. Strong
Ucalyptus and sensemelia added reduces drunkenness and blabbering and remove the devels from the
beverages. You should also have bread and cheese to eat at the festivals. You could also have bread and
olive oil to eat as well. There should not be any eating of fish or meat during the length season for the
wine and cheese festival. Meat and fish can be eaten at wine and cheese festivals outside of the length
season.
For the Eastern Holy Days, from Holy Thursday through Good Friday, no eating of fish or meat. This is
the time and the preparation of the death of one of me. She was burned, whipped, pierced, and tortured
and put on a cross. The good stories you have read or heard about the thief Jesus in the Bible and other
books, it is about her/me. She is one of the Christ. In the Bible, she is called Paul.
Ash Wednesday is to remember everyone to cremate or burn their body when they die and not to be
buried. Ash Wednesday is a public half day work day/half day Remembrance Day in all states/countries.
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When you are buried, the federal and other devels take your body to regenerate, recreate from it, torture
you, and much more wickedness they do to you.
St. Patrick is a celebration of the life of one of my family member. Patrick. He was killed again in the
natural in the year 2,000, by a plan from many of those same originals who had killed him Centuries ago.
He was killed in 2,000 very close to the regions where he was first killed. He had no idea who he is at the
time. He has a high Rank in the PATPAH Chreation. Patrick Day is a public holiday in all countries with
immediate effect. In the Earths, people do regenerate from a natural regeneration process I have set up. If
you look in the inter connection web site, you should be able to find yourself around the 14, 15, or even
16th Century and before that time as well.
The Earths birthday is October 15. We will now celebrate Earth Day on October, 15, 2017. The New
Year will now begin on November 1, 2017. The first month of the year is November not January.
November, 2017 will become November, 2018.
These Earths use 8 days per week, 6 weeks in one month, 36 months in one year, 240 seconds in one
minute, 240 minutes in one hour, and 240 hours per day. In these Earths the clock goes from right to left,
as that is the right way for the clock to move. My clocks for this natural Earth were cut out from the home
of the clock, stolen by the British and put in the Greenwich British area of London. Greenwich is the
Green eye British witch (holy spirit witch) who wants all and who envy’s all.
We will now go back to the 8 days per week. The Day after Friday, is Bensasday. Bensasday is a day to
prepare your essence and your meals for about a week. It is a flexible day. It is not a work day for those
who work a five-day work week. It will never be used to increase the work week to 6 days per week. We
will now use 36 days per month equally beginning November 1, 2017/2018.

Good Fish
King fish
Milk fish
Pink and yellow tail Snapper fish
Parrot fish
White and yellow Pampano fish
Croaker fish
Porgy fish
Mackerel fish
Herring fish
Galungong fish
Crab fish
Lobster fish
Shrimp fish
Cray fish
Butter fish
Sprat fish
Whitening fish
Sardine fish
Salted Cod fish
conch fish (only Jamaican season & peppery way)

Bad Fish
Perch fish
Mullet fish
Salmon fish
Belt fish
Eel fish
Star fish
Clam fish
Mussel fish
Snail fish
Squid fish
Turbit fish
Tuna fish
Bass fish
Grey fish
Cod
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When we eat the bad fish, it kills our inner selves as the poison sinks in them from the bad fish or bad
meat, and they cannot control what we choose, as they are often disconnected from us, and from our
senses and knowledge.
All Articles are to be distributed to all States, Cities, Town, Municipalities, International Countries,
banks, corporations, schools, colleges, employees, so everyone will get the Articles. All Articles are to be
given to the United Nations as well.
Yours Truly,

Dr. Paulett Angella Hemmings EARTH, PHd.
CHREATOR OF THESE EARTHS
CHREATOR OF LIFE and OVER ALL LIFE, DEATH, AND ANYTHING IN BETWEEN
GOLDEN OVER GOODNESS (GOG)
GOLDEN OVER THE GOLDEN MCLAREN SENATE
GOLDEN OVER THE GOLDEN MONTEGONIA SENATE
GOLDEN OVER THE GOLDEN MT. ZION SENATE
GOLDEN OVER THE GOLDEN NEW YORK SENATE
OH MY GOODNESS
MY RIGHTEOUSNESS
MY LOVE

No one is to change the meaning of my words in translation or speaking. You can only distribute what I give you permission to distribute. You can read exactly what I wrote, but do
not interject any of the devels in my writings and my messages.
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